
Wiz Khalifa, Legendary
Intro
I'm so shiny
Yeah..

Put some deuces on the ride, let my jewelry hit the lights
Tell your girls they're all invited
It'll be legendary, It'll be legendary
I've been working all my life, I know how to take my time
All you gotta do is grind, we gon' be legendary
We gon' be legendary

Aw man, dog we eatin on the beat
Everything become complete, still got Taylors on my feet, 150k a week
I been hustling everyday, dog I barely go to sleep
They don't go hard as I do, so they can't even compete
I been rapping since a kid so I could stay up out the streets
Made a way for all my niggas to get paid to say the least
Made it way up out my city and they can't even believe
Niggas saying shit on Twitter that they can't even delete
Now we growin pounds, now we growin pounds, now we grown pounds
Got a problem with the gang then it's going down
Spendin money cause we got enough to go around
You didn't bet, you know it now, I'll show you how to

Put some deuces on the ride, let my jewelry hit the lights
Tell your girls they're all invited
It'll be legendary, it'll be legendary
I've been working all my life, I know how to take my time
All you gotta do is grind, we gon' be legendary
We gon' be legendary

Roll one, Imma roll one
Them haters, I don't know none, I don't know none
I go and get the car, Imma cop the old one
That money Imma fold some, Imma fold some

Roll one, Imma roll one
Them haters, I don't know none, I don't know none
I go and get the car, Imma cop the old one
That money Imma fold some, Imma fold some

I don't be tripping on what I don't get
Cause I know i'm gon get it back
When you keep hustling man you can get what you want
Homie you don't gotta act
[?] work hard every day
To make sure [?] don't come in last
When you stay holding your job you can just do what you do
And you don't gotta brag

Put some deuces on the ride, let my jewelry hit the lights
Tell your girls they're all invited
It'll be legendary, It'll be legendary
I've been working all my life, I know how to take my time
All you gotta do is grind, we gon' be legendary
We gon' be legendary

Yeah!
You already know what it is man
We gon be legends before this shits over and done with
I promise you
And it ain't based off of no fuck shit either nigga
This shit real right here my nigga
Uh



You, you, you, and you
I promise you could be a legend too
You, you, you, and you
I promise you could be a legend too
You, you, you, and you
I promise you could be a legend too
You, you, you, and you
You work hard and you gon be a legend too
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